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Abstract
Elementary flux modes (EFMs) are vectors defined from a metabolic
reaction network, giving the connections between substrates and prod-
ucts. EFMs-based metabolic flux analysis (MFA) estimates the flux over
each EFM from external flux measurements through least-squares data
fitting. In previous work we presented an optimization method of column
generation type that facilitates EFMs-based MFA when the metabolic re-
action network is so large that enumerating all EFMs is prohibitive. In
this work we extend this model by including errors on measurements in
a robust optimization framework. In the robust optimization problem,
the least-squares data fitting is minimized subject to the error on each
metabolite being as unfavourable as it can be, within a given interval. In
general, inclusion of robustness may make the optimization problem sig-
nificantly harder. However, we show that in our case the robust problem
can be stated as a convex quadratic programming problem, i.e., of the
same form as the original non-robust problem. Additionally, we demon-
strate that the column-generation technique of the non-robust problem
can be extended also to the robust problem. Furthermore, the option to
indicate intervals on metabolites that are not measured is introduced in
this column generation framework. The effect of including robustness in
the model is evaluated in a case-study, which indicated that the solutions
of our non-robust problems are in fact near-optimal also when robustness
is considered. On the other hand, the addition of intervals on unmeasured
metabolites resulted in a change of optimal solution. Implying that the in-
clusion of intervals on unmeasured metabolites is more important than the
direct consideration of measurement errors, this despite up to 20% errors.
Keywords: Metabolic Network; Robust Optimization; Least-squares;
Elementary Flux Mode; Chinese Hamster Ovary Cell
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1 Introduction
In previous work we presented a column generation based algorithm for solv-
ing the EFMs-based metabolic flux analysis (MFA) problem (Oddsdo´ttir et al,
2014). In this work we present a more refined model where the column gener-
ation algorithm is combined with robustness. For the sake of completeness a
short description of the background follows. A more detailed background can
be found in e.g., Oddsdo´ttir et al (2014). A metabolic reaction network is rep-
resented by the stoichiometric matrix A, which together with the flux vector
(v) gives the overall change in concentration of each metabolite (C). The rows
of the stoichiometric matrix (A) refer to either external metabolites (Ax) or
internal (Ai). The flux space is given by a set of vectors v that satisfy the
pseudo-steady state assumption and flow direction assumption,

v :

 Ai−Ai
−Ij

 v ≤

00
0

 , j ∈ Jirrev

 , (1)
where Ij is a reduced identity matrix with ones only when j ∈ Jirrev and Jirrev
is the set of irreversible reactions. When all reactions in the network are ir-
reversible (1) is a cone where any ray can be written as a non-negative linear
combination of the extreme rays (Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1999, Part I.4 Theo-
rem 4.8).
EFMs contain information how extracellular metabolites are connected by
detailing which reactions are required for their uptake or production (Llaneras and Pico´,
2010). They are vectors in the flux space, each EFM includes only a minimial
set of reactions and is nondecomposable (Klamt and Stelling, 2002). Further,
any vector in the flux space can be denoted as a non-negative linear combination
of the EFMs (Schilling et al, 1999; Papin et al, 2003),
v =
L∑
l=1
wlel = Ew, γ ≥ 0, (2)
where e denotes a single EFM and the matrix E contains the EFMs as columns.
In this sense the EFMs generate the flux space and are related to the def-
inition of extreme rays in the cone (1) with only irreversible reactions. In
fact when a metabolic network only has irreversible reactions the EFMs and
the extreme rays of the cone (1) are equal (Gagneur and Klamt, 2004). We
assume, without loss of generality, that the metabolic network has only irre-
versible reactions, i.e., vj ≥ 0 ∀j. When the network includes reversible reac-
tions finding all the EFMs is equivalent to finding all the extreme rays of a cone
in an extended space where all reactions are irreversible (Gagneur and Klamt,
2004; Urbanczik and Wagner, 2005). For modest-sized networks enumeration of
EFMs is possible and computer programs exist for that purpose, e.g., Metatool
(von Kamp and Schuster, 2006). However, with increased network size enu-
meration of EFMs becomes prohibitive (Klamt and Stelling, 2002). Thus focus
has shifted to identify only a subset of the EFMs (de Figueiredo et al, 2009;
Kaleta et al, 2009; Tabe-Bordbar and Marashi, 2013).
Abbreviations: MFA, metabolic flux analysis; EFMs, elementary flux modes; CHO, Chi-
nese hamster ovary; Lac, lactate; Glc, glucose
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This work considers the solution of the EFMs-based metabolic flux analysis
(MFA) problem (Provost, 2006, Chapter 5.2) when the network is large and
there are known bounds on measurement errors. EFMs-based MFA uses the
decomposition of v given by (2) to create a macroscopic network (AxE). The
macroscopic fluxes (w) are then adjusted so that the flux in the network fit the
cell specific external flux measurements (Q), i.e.,
minimize
w
1
2
‖Q− IAxEw‖
2
2
subject to w ≥ 0.
(3)
The formulation given by (3) includes multiple repetitions of the same exper-
iments, i.e., if qk are results from one repetition, k, then Q
T = [qT1 , . . . q
T
d ],
where d denotes the number of repetitions. I is a stacked identity matrix con-
sisting of d identity matrices of size Mext (number of external metabolites) or
I = [IMext , . . . , IMext ]
T , where IMext is repeated d times.
EFMs-based MFA as given by (3) requires the whole set of EFMs, limit-
ing the application to simplified networks. Methods that can solve the EFMs-
based MFA problem without enumerating EFMs exist. One method identi-
fies EFMs beforehand through a series of linear programming (LP) problems
(Jungers et al, 2011). This method is based on the existence of a feasible flux
vector v, an assumption we will examine in Section 2. In our previous work
we introduced a more integrated approach that enables identification of EFMs
in conjunction with solving the EFMs-based MFA problem (Oddsdo´ttir et al,
2014). The approach was based on an optimization technique named column
generation (Lu¨bbecke and Desrosiers, 2005), in which large networks can be
handled by relying on a master problem and a subproblem that are solved iter-
atively. The subproblem gives the master problem a new column every iteration
until the solution of the subproblem indicates that the solution of the master
problem is optimal to the full optimization problem.
The experimental measurements used to calculate the fluxes in Q in the
EFMs-based MFA problem (3) are prone to errors, which have been stated to
reach at least 20% (Goudar et al, 2009). For this reason we wanted to consider
the sensitivity of the solution with respect to these errors. Additionally, in some
cases certain metabolites included in the network, are difficult to measure and
thus remain unmeasured in the data set. Even though those metabolites are
unmeasured in this specific experimental setup some information on their fluxes
can be available, and a bound can be added. We therefore present an extension
to our previous column generation algorithm given by Oddsdo´ttir et al (2014).
This extension includes both a robust formulation and a version that deals with
unmeasured metabolites, while still having the benefit of working with larger
networks. In the robust formulation the error on each measurement is assumed
bounded, while unmeasured metabolites are given a feasible interval.
In the robust formulation the aim is to minimize the objective function when
the assumed errors are such that the objective is as disadvantageous as it can
be. For more information on robust optimization please see Mulvey et al (1995)
or Ben-Tal et al (2009). Previous work on robust least-squares mainly focus on
errors in both the measurements and the model, in general those formulations
are difficult to solve (NP complete) (El Ghaoui and Lebret, 1997). However,
we show that for this special case, where the errors are only in measurements
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and bounded by an interval, the robust problem can be formulated as a convex
quadratic programming (QP) problem. Furthermore, column generation can
be applied to this QP, allowing the problem to be solved without previous
enumeration of EFMs.
The paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2 it is shown how the stacked
least-squares can be written as least-squares of averages along with an example,
showing that metabolic reaction networks do not necessarily have a feasible
flux vector for a given set of external measurements. Then we present the
main results of this paper in Section 3; a robust version of the EFMs-based
MFA, where column generation can also be applied, along with a version in
which intervals for unmeasured metabolites are included. Finally in Section 4
we present some results comparing the solutions of the robust problem to the
EFM-based MFA.
2 On the Feasibility of the EFMs-based MFA
In this section we examine the uniqueness of the stacked EFMs-based MFA
and if there always exists a flux vector that fits the network and measurements
exactly. These observations support our main results shown in Section 3. To
simplify the discussion we consider a problem equivalent to the EFMs-based
MFA where a flux vector v is sought,
minimize
v
1
2
‖IAxv −Q‖
2
2
subject to Aiv = 0,
v ≥ 0.
(4)
Problem (4) is equivalent to (3), by using the decomposition of v given by
(2), thus removing the equality constraint. With the stacking of multiple mea-
surements the objective function of (4) seems to represent an overdetermined
problem. However, problem (4) can be represented as if it only has one mea-
surement, or as an underdetermined problem by,
‖IAxv −Q‖
2
2 =
d∑
k=1
‖Axv − qk‖
2
2 = dv
TATxAxv − 2
d∑
k=1
qTk Axv +
d∑
k=1
qTk qk.
Thus, the solution v of (4) is equal to the solution of
minimize
v
∥∥∥∥Axv − 1d
∑
qk
∥∥∥∥
2
2
subject to Aiv = 0,
v ≥ 0.
(5)
Consequently, for a given experimental condition, stacking repetitions is equal
to using the average value of the flux measurements.
In light of that the data fitting can equivalently use the average, i.e., only
one measurement, it becomes important to consider if there always exists a
solution to (5) with zero residual. That is, if
∃v : Axv = q, Aiv = 0, v ≥ 0, for any q. (6)
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For robustness the existence of a solution is especially relevant, because when
there is only one measurement that fits the network exactly robust optimization
will not give a different solution from the non-robust solution. Although, it
should be noted that when there are repetitions, or multiple measurements, the
solution of the robust optimization can differ from the non-robust solution.
Previous analysis of calculability in networks have considered when there
exists a unique v that satisfies (6) without the positivity constraint. Hence
examining if a network is underdetermined or determined. In general a full
rank matrix has the whole of R as its range, indicating that there always exists
a v such that Axv = q and Aiv = 0. When the network is underdetermined
this v would not be unique (Klamt and Schuster, 2002). However, this assumes
that v can be negative in all values. In metabolic networks reactions are often
restricted to only one direction. Hence, an underdetermined network may not
have a solution for all sets of measurements. A small example of how this can
happen follows.
C3
C5
C1
C2 C4
C7
C8
C6
v1
v2
v4
v6
v8
v3
v9
v7
v5
Internal External
Figure 1: A reaction network with underdetermined stoichiometry.
Consider the network shown in Figure 1. If one external metabolite is not
measured then the network has underdetermined stoichiometry, and thus, there
exists a v such that Axv = q and Aiv = 0 for any q. However depending on
which external metabolite is not measured v might not be positive.
• If C1 is not measured, then, depending on what the measurements are,
there might not exist a v ≥ 0 that satisfies the stoichiometry. With no
measurements on C1, v1 is free, however v2, v8 and v9 are fixed from
measurements. Flow balance requires that v2 ≤ v8 + v9, additionally if
v2 ≤ v9 then the flow through C4 cannot be fulfilled. Thus, if v2 is too
high flow balance can not be fulfilled and no feasible v exists.
• If C2 is not measured, then v2 is free, and can be chosen so that the
flow to C7 and C8 is satisfied, note that any lack of flow from v1 can be
compensated by sending through v3.
Hence, errors in measurements can lead to nonexistance of a flux vector for the
given network that fits the measurements exactly.
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3 The Robust Variant of the EFMs-based MFA
This section contains the main results of this work, here we present an extension
of the EFMs-based MFA problem, where errors in Q are taken more directly
into consideration. For this purpose we make use of a technique named robust
optimization (Mulvey et al, 1995; Ben-Tal et al, 2009).
The robust optimization problem is to minimize the residual when the errors
in the data give a worst-case scenario outcome, i.e., the errors in the data are
such that the residual is maximized. Inherent in least-squares is the assumption
that the errors are bounded by the two-norm, i.e., ‖∆Q‖ ≤ β. In fact, when the
errors are assumed bounded by the two norm, the least squares problem gives the
same solution as its robust variant. However, in this work we assume that the
errors in Q are bounded by an interval, a more restrictive assumption that might
cause the solution to change. The interval is such that Qreal = Q+∆Q where
∆Qi = [∆q
T
1 , . . .∆q
T
d ]
T and |∆qki| ≤ θki |qki|, k refers to a specific repetition
and i to the metabolite. In order to simplify notation θ is stacked in the same
way as Q and ∆Q, the subindex s then refers to a specific element in those
vectors. Note that in general the percentage of error on each metabolite is the
same for all repetitions, i.e., θk1i = θk2i for all k1 and k2. The robust problem
is then given by
minimize
w≥0
maximize
|∆Qs|≤θs|Qs|
1
2
‖IAxEw −Q+∆Q‖ . (7)
As shown in Appendix A, problem (7) can equivalently be formulated as a
quadratic programming problem in the form
minimize
w,t
1
2
‖IAxEw −Q‖
2 + 1T t
subject to ts − (IAxEw −Q)s θsQs ≥ 0, ∀s
ts + (IAxEw −Q)s θsQs ≥ 0, ∀s
w ≥ 0.
(8)
When θ = 0 the above formulation is equivalent to the EFMs-based MFA (3).
To make the notation more compact we define Θ and Q˜ as diagonal matrices
with θ and Q on the diagonal, respectively. Further, the objective function of
(8) can be stated as minimizing the average measure of q over all measurements,
minimize
w,t
1
2
∥∥∥∥∥AxEw −
1
d
d∑
k=1
qk
∥∥∥∥∥
2
+ 1T t
subject to t−ΘQ˜ (IAxEw −Q) ≥ 0,
t+ΘQ˜ (IAxEw −Q) ≥ 0,
w ≥ 0,
(9)
The formulation in (9) shows that even when the average value gives a zero norm
solution of the EFMs-based MFA, the robust solution might be different. The
reason for this difference can be seen when the constraints in (9) are examined.
For multiple measurements of the same metabolites (IAxEw −Q)s for each
specific measurement will in general not be equal to zero for all s, forcing t to
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increase from zero. With enough increase in t the robust solution might deviate
from the non-robust solution, i.e., increasing ‖IAxEw −Q‖ while decreasing
t. Thereby, giving a non-zero value of ‖IAxEw −Q‖ the robust solution. The
change in the solution depends on two factors, how far the measurement is from
the best least-squares calculated flux and how high the error on that measure-
ment is assumed to be. No change in the optimal solution is expected when
either the measurements are good or the assumed interval is tight, since then t
can remain close to zero.
3.1 Column Generation of the Robust Variant of EFMs-
based MFA
For large networks enumerating all EFMs beforehand is prohibitive. For that
reason, we present two problems: A master problem and subproblem that can
be solved iteratively to identify the necessary EFMs along with solving problem
(8). Their derivation can be seen in appendix B. The master problem is given
by
minimize
w,t
1
2
‖IAxEBwB −Q‖
2 + 1T t (10a)
subject to t−ΘQ˜ (IAxEBwB −Q) ≥ 0, (10b)
t+ΘQ˜ (IAxEBwB −Q) ≥ 0, (10c)
wB ≥ 0, (10d)
where the index B indicates that only the known columns of E are used. The
corresponding subproblem requires information from the solution of the master
problem. More specifically the macroscopic fluxes, wB and the dual solutions,
λm and λp corresponding to the constraints (10b) and (10c) respectively, are
required. The subproblem is given by
minimize
e
(
IAxEBwB −Q+ΘQ˜λm −ΘQ˜λp
)T
IAxe
subject to Aie = 0,
1
T e = 1,
ej ≥ 0 ∀j.
(11)
The subproblem (11) identifies EFMs (Oddsdo´ttir et al, 2014) until the objec-
tive function value is non-negative. At that stage the optimal solution of the
master problem is also the optimal solution of the full problem.
3.2 Inclusion of Intervals on Unmeasured Metabolites in
the Robust Variant
In this section a further extension of the EFMs-based MFA is introduced, where
unmeasured metabolites are taken into consideration. Unmeasured metabolites
are external metabolites that are a part of the network used but have no mea-
surement data. An example is the metabolite CO2 a gas that is difficult to
measure without special experimental setup. Intervals are estimated on those
metabolites and modelled with a penalty function. In this way the intervals
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are allowed to be infeasible for the first few iterations of the column generation.
A robust optimization problem that considers feasible intervals on unmeasured
metabolites can be stated as,
minimize
w≥0
(
MTu max(0, (−Q
u
n +Ax,nEw))
+MTl max(0, (Q
l
n −Ax,nEw))+
maximize
|∆Q|
k
≤θk|Qk|
1
2
‖IAxEw −Q +∆Q‖
)
,
(12)
where Ax,n are the rows from the stoichiometric matrix that correspond to the
unmeasured metabolites, Qun and Q
l
n are the upper and lower bounds on the
given interval respectively. The quantities Mu and Ml indicate how large the
penalty is for not satisfying the specific interval constraint. In general Mu and
Ml will be set to a sufficiently large number by the user. The inner maximization
problem is unchanged from (7) and hence, (12) can be represented as a convex
quadratic programming problem,
minimize
w,t,zu,zl
1
2
‖IAxEw −Q‖
2
+ 1T t+MTu z
u +MTl z
l (13a)
subject to t−ΘQ˜ (IAxEw −Q) ≥ 0, (13b)
t+ΘQ˜ (IAxEw −Q) ≥ 0, (13c)
zu −Ax,nEw ≥ −Q
u
n, (13d)
zl +Ax,nEw ≥ Q
l
n, (13e)
zu ≥ 0, (13f)
zl ≥ 0, (13g)
w ≥ 0. (13h)
The formulation from (13) can be solved using column generation where the
subproblem generates columns of E by,
minimize
e
(
(IAxEBwB −Q+ΘQ˜λm −ΘQ˜λp)
T IAx
+(λu − λl)
TAx,n
)
e
subject to Aie = 0,
1
T e ≤ 1,
ej ≥ 0 ∀j,
(14)
where λu and λl are the dual variables corresponding to constraints (13d) and
(13e).
4 Case-Study: Cultivation of CHO Cells
4.1 Particulars of the Data
Data were obtained from the same experimental setup as described in Oddsdo´ttir et al
(2014). A Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line producing a monoclonal an-
tibody (mAb) was cultivated during 11 days according to a pseudo-perfusion
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protocol (daily sample collection and medium exchange) to imitate steady-state
conditions. The cultivation was carried out in parallel cultures using different
medium compositions. Cell-specific metabolic rates (external fluxes) were cal-
culated for the last seven days of culture. Two different media were selected for
the present work in order to show extreme situations of our findings, the result-
ing fluxes are presented in Tables 1 (Medium 1) and 2 (Medium 5). In addition
to the measured data, an interval on CO2 flux was estimated as 4.95 − 7.09,
based on the intervals given by Goudar et al (2011) and Aunins and Henzler
(2008).
Metabolite q6,1 q7,1 q8,1 q9,1 q10,1 q11,1 q12,1
Ala 0.45 0.51 0.44 0.40 0.40 0.41 0.46
Arg -0.27 -0.26 -0.14 -0.19 -0.11 -0.47 -0.22
Asn -0.17 -0.22 -0.17 -0.18 -0.20 -0.18 -0.15
Asp 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07
Biomass 0.61 0.60 0.50 0.70 0.53 0.56 0.65
Cys -0.09 -0.11 -0.07 -0.09 -0.09 -0.07 -0.05
Glucose (Glc) -3.52 -4.06 -2.64 -3.26 -3.96 -2.92 -3.43
Gln -1.60 -1.97 -1.61 -2.38 -2.31 -1.90 -1.71
Glu 0.22 0.32 0.25 0.27 0.30 0.33 0.28
Gly 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03
His -0.02 -0.05 -0.02 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.02
Ile -0.10 -0.13 -0.10 -0.10 -0.11 -0.12 -0.11
Lactate (Lac) 5.48 7.40 5.89 6.20 6.78 7.02 6.00
Leu -0.19 -0.22 -0.17 -0.17 -0.18 -0.20 -0.19
Lys -0.05 -0.05 -0.06 -0.05 -0.08 -0.07 -0.04
Met -0.05 -0.07 -0.04 -0.05 -0.06 -0.04 -0.03
NH+4 1.17 – 1.17 1.15 1.23 1.24 1.18
Phe -0.10 -0.12 -0.10 -0.09 -0.09 -0.12 -0.12
Pro -0.10 -0.14 -0.09 -0.11 -0.11 -0.13 -0.10
Ser -0.00 0.01 -0.01 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.01
Thr -0.11 -0.10 -0.11 -0.10 -0.12 -0.10 -0.07
Trp -0.03 -0.07 -0.02 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02
Tyr -0.09 -0.12 -0.08 -0.08 -0.08 -0.12 -0.10
Val -0.15 -0.17 -0.13 -0.14 -0.15 -0.16 -0.13
mAb 2.1e-04 2.3e-04 1.8e-04 1.8e-04 1.7e-04 2.2e-04 1.9e-04
Table 1: External fluxes obtained from a CHO cell cultivation, given for each
metabolite from the final seven days of the cultivation for medium 1. The unit
is pmol · cell−1 · day−1, except for Biomass which has the unit day−1.
4.1.1 Particulars of the Error on the Data
The errors on the measurements (∆Q) are assumed bounded by an error param-
eter θs that varies for each metabolite but remains constant between repetitions,
i.e., |∆Q|s ≤ θs |Q|s. The estimation of the error parameter was mostly based
on the estimated errors of experimental measurements, along with the evalu-
ated variance in the data set. Finally, consistency with the analysis given by
Goudar et al (2009) was ensured. The values of θ for each metabolite are given
in Table 3.
4.2 Description of the Metabolic Network
The network used in this study is based on a network available in the literature
(Zamorano Riveros, 2012, Section 2.2). The network was extended in several
ways to better fit this study. More reactions were made reversible and some
transport reactions were added. The final network consists of 101 reactions,
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Metabolite q6,5 q7,5 q8,5 q9,5 q10,5 q11,5 q12,5
Ala 0.43 0.45 0.46 0.50 0.44 0.40 0.43
Arg -0.45 -0.57 -0.22 -0.17 -0.11 -0.23 -0.51
Asn -0.18 -0.22 -0.20 -0.22 -0.21 -0.19 -0.17
Asp 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.08
Biomass 1.11 0.57 0.55 0.59 0.52 0.55 0.56
Cys -0.11 -0.14 -0.12 -0.13 -0.11 -0.09 -0.12
Glc -3.56 -3.22 -3.14 -2.79 -3.23 -3.18 -3.19
Gln -1.79 -1.71 -1.60 -2.41 -1.81 -1.85 -1.77
Glu 0.25 0.31 0.22 0.24 0.22 0.23 0.21
Gly -0.00 -0.06 0.01 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.04
His -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03
Ile -0.13 -0.20 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.13
Lac 6.70 6.02 5.41 6.24 5.61 5.82 5.84
Leu -0.21 -0.30 -0.19 -0.19 -0.18 -0.19 -0.22
Lys -0.09 -0.15 -0.04 -0.04 -0.06 -0.09 -0.07
Met -0.05 -0.07 -0.06 -0.05 -0.06 -0.04 -0.04
NH+4 1.37 1.45 1.26 1.33 1.31 1.11 1.25
Phe -0.12 -0.11 -0.10 -0.11 -0.09 -0.07 -0.13
Pro -0.17 -0.23 -0.12 -0.11 -0.12 -0.12 -0.15
Ser -0.09 -0.06 -0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.01
Thr -0.14 -0.23 -0.13 -0.11 -0.13 -0.11 -0.10
Trp -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.02 -0.02
Tyr -0.12 -0.12 -0.10 -0.11 -0.08 -0.07 -0.06
Val -0.18 -0.24 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.18
mAb 2.3e-04 2.3e-04 1.8e-04 2.2e-04 1.6e-04 2.0e-04 2.1e-04
Table 2: External fluxes obtained from a CHO cell cultivation, given for each
metabolite from the final seven days of the cultivation for medium 5. The unit
is pmol · cell−1 · day−1, except for Biomass which has the unit day−1.
whereof 29 are reversible, and 100 metabolites, whereof 28 are external. Metabo-
lites that are included in the network but not measured are CO2, Choline, and
Ethanolamine.
In some experiments an external metabolite concentration is set to zero in the
medium. This does not exclude the optimal solution from using that metabolite
in the optimal solution. Hence, in order to get a solution that fits better with
the experimental set-up, columns of Ax corresponding to reactions from those
metabolites are removed, thus blocking the optimal EFMs from using those
reactions. For media 1 and 5 those metabolites are mAb.
4.3 Technicalities on Normalization
The results are presented based on a normalized version of the EFMs-based
MFA. The normalized version aims at fitting the network with the measure-
ments divided by the average value for each specific metabolite in the medium
considered. The network is normed similarly by dividing each row of Ax with
the average of the measurement for the corresponding metabolite in the medium
considered. Thus if the average value is defined as,
q¯i,g =
d∑
k=1
qi,k,g
d
,
then the external network (Ax) and measurements (Q) are redefined as follows,
aij =
aij
q¯i,g
∀ j ∈ Jext,
qi,k,g =
qi,k,g
q¯i,g
.
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Metabolite Error (θ [%])
Ala 13.04
Arg 17.25
Asn 20.36
Asp 13.72
Biomass 17.42
Cys 17.61
Glc 14.73
Gln 15.39
Glu 13.73
Gly 15.47
His 17.10
Ile 15.31
Lac 17.52
Leu 15.49
Lys 14.55
Met 13.78
NH+4 13.96
Phe 16.05
Pro 15.29
Ser 15.94
Thr 15.71
Trp 15.01
Tyr 13.58
Val 23.05
mAb 18.57
Table 3: The percentage error on each
metabolite, θi (%)
Where, aij is an element from Ax and Jext represents the set of all measured
external metabolites in the network. When |q¯i,g| < 0.02 the value is replaced
with |q¯i,g| = 0.02, in order to avoid dividing by too small values. This minimum
is chosen to affect only a few metabolites. For metabolite 1 this affects mAb
and Ser, for metabolite 5 this affects those same metabolites along with Gly.
4.4 Results and Discussion
In this section the results for two experimental conditions using two different
media are given. In order to demonstrate the difference of the EFMs-based
MFA with and without robustness the flux over each EFM and the flux to each
external metabolite for three levels of error are shown. The levels of error are 0%,
5%, and 100% of the θ error given in Table 3. Additionally, the effects of adding
an interval are examined by considering the results with a given interval on CO2
for θ equal either to zero or 100%. The 0% error interval is equivalent to the
EFMs-based MFA without robustness. The solution with 100 % of error interval
is referred to as the robust solution. The results are shown in the following tables
and figures, where Tables 4 and 6 show the flux over each EFM for medium 1 and
5 respectively. Furthermore, the value of the objective functions for the EFMs-
based MFA with and without robustness is shown. Figures 2 and 3, show in
the same manner, the flux over each EFM where the flux has been normed
with respect to the flux given by the robust solution, this gives an overview of
how different the fluxes are for each error interval. Tables 5 and 7 are similarly
constructed but show the flux to each external metabolite.
Considering the results for medium one shown in Table 4 it can be noted that
introducing robustness has no impact on which EFMs are required. Further,
the change in the norm and robust norm is low, indicating that the impact of
robustness on the solution is low. When the flux to each metabolite shown in
Table 5 is considered, there are some minor adjustments in the solution when
robustness is added, however the larges change comes when an interval on CO2
is enforced, resulting in a lower flow to CO2.
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EFM Macroscopic Reaction w0 w0.05 w1 w0,inv w1,inv
1 0.5 Glu ⇒ 0.5 Ala + 1 CO2 5.71 5.84 5.90 4.36 4.23
2 0.5 Glc ⇒ 1 Lac 4.96 4.86 4.81 4.45 4.20
3 1 Asn ⇒ 1 Lac 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58
4 0.5 Glc + 0.5 Asn + 0.5 Ala ⇒ 1 Ser + 0.5 Glu
+ 1 CO2
1.58 1.72 1.77 0.25 0.13
5 1 Gln + 1 Asp ⇒ 1 Asn + 1 Glu 1.55 1.52 1.58 1.39 1.36
6 1 Ser ⇔ 1 Gly 1.47 1.67 1.64 0.33 0.27
7 1 Ala + 1 CO2 ⇔ 1 Asp 0.88 0.95 0.98 0.35 0.33
8 1 Asp + 1 Gly ⇒ 1 Asn + 1 CO2 0.59 0.67 0.61 0.09 0.04
9 0.16667 Tyr + 0.83333 Ala ⇒ 1 Asp 0.57 0.58 0.61 0.57 0.61
10 1 Lac + 1 Gly ⇒ 1 Ala + 1 CO2 0.54 0.57 0.66 0.08 0.06
11 0.16667 Leu + 0.16667 Lac + 0.83333 Ala ⇒ 1
Asp
0.50 0.49 0.46 0.38 0.30
12 1 Gln ⇒ 1 Glu + 1 NH+4 0.34 0.34 0.28 0.49 0.50
13 0.05195 Glc + 0.0656 Gln + 0.0278 Ser + 0.046
Arg + 0.0552 Thr + 0.0552 Lys + 0.0644 Val +
0.046 Ile + 0.2596 Leu + 0.0644 Phe + 0.0184
Met + 0.0736 Lac + 0.0744 Gly + 0.2032 Glu +
0.0184 Cys + 0.0184 His + 0.046 Pro + 0.0092
Trp + 0.006 Ethanolamine + 0.0171 Choline ⇒
0.084 Asp + 0.218 CO2 + 1 Biomass
0.31 0.31 0.34 0.43 0.48
14 1 Ala ⇒ 1 Lac + 1 NH+4 0.29 0.26 0.34 0.47 0.52
15 1 Ser ⇒ 1 Lac + 1 NH+4 0.27 0.24 0.32 0.07 0.05
16 1 Gly ⇒ 1 NH+4 + 1 CO2 0.23 0.29 0.21 0.08 0.05
17 0.5 Val ⇒ 0.5 Ala + 1 CO2 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22
18 0.5 Glc + 1 Arg ⇒ 1 Ser + 1 Glu 0.21 0.23 0.23 0.21 0.23
19 0.03155 Glc + 0.0756 Gln + 0.0368 Asn + 0.046
Arg + 0.1982 Thr + 0.0552 Lys + 0.0644 Val +
0.046 Ile + 0.0828 Leu + 0.0644 Phe + 0.0184
Met + 0.3718 Lac + 0.1452 Ala + 0.0164 Glu +
0.0184 Cys + 0.0184 His + 0.046 Pro + 0.0092
Trp + 0.006 Ethanolamine + 0.0171 Choline ⇒
0.3726 CO2 + 1 Biomass
0.17 0.17 0.18 0.06 0.04
20 0.5 Asp + 0.25 Phe ⇒ 0.25 Ala + 0.5 Glu + 1
CO2
0.14 0.13 0.17 0.16 0.17
21 0.16667 Lys + 0.33333 Lac + 0.66667 Ala ⇒ 1
Asp
0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
22 1 Ala + 0.2 Trp ⇒ 0.8 Asp + 0.4 Glu 0.12 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.11
23 0.03155 Glc + 0.0912 Gln + 0.0686 Ser + 0.0368
Asn + 0.046 Arg + 0.0552 Thr + 0.0552 Lys +
0.0644 Val + 0.046 Ile + 0.0828 Leu + 0.3296
Phe + 0.0184 Met + 0.0736 Ala + 0.0744 Gly
+ 0.0008 Glu + 0.0184 Cys + 0.0184 His + 0.046
Pro + 0.0092 Trp + 0.006 Ethanolamine + 0.0171
Choline⇒ 0.2092 Asp + 0.3064 CO2 + 1 Biomass
0.11 0.12 0.08 0.10 0.07
24 1 Pro ⇒ 1 Glu 8.52e-2 8.19e-2 8.15e-2 8.52e-2 8.15e-2
25 1 Ile ⇒ 1 Glu + 1 CO2 8.25e-2 7.99e-2 7.99e-2 8.25e-2 7.99e-2
26 1 Cys ⇒ 1 Lac + 1 NH+4 5.68e-2 4.13e-2 2.29e-2 7.20e-2 5.79e-2
27 1 Gly + 1 Cys ⇒ 1 Asn 5.23e-2 7.53e-2 9.46e-2 3.71e-2 5.97e-2
28 1 Thr ⇒ 0.5 Gly + 0.5 Glu + 0.5 CO2 4.43e-2 4.39e-2 4.19e-2 5.92e-2 5.22e-2
29 1 Ser + 1 Met ⇒ 1 Asp + 1 Cys 3.78e-2 3.85e-2 3.92e-2 3.78e-2 3.92e-2
30 1 Asp + 1 His ⇒ 1 Asn + 1 Glu 0.56e-2 0.61e-2 0.93e-2 0.56e-2 0.89e-2
31 1 His ⇒ 1 Glu + 1 NH+4 0.56e-2 0.65e-2 0.33e-2 0.56e-2 0.37e-2
32 AAs ⇒ 1 mAb 0.02e-2 0.02e-2 0.02e-2 0.02e-2 0.02e-2
33 0.5 Glc ⇒ 1 CO2 - - - 1.84 2.24
Norm
∥
∥
∥AxEw −
1
d
∑d
k=1 qk
∥
∥
∥
2
0 0.22 0.42 0 0.42
Rob. N.
∥
∥
∥AxEw −
1
d
∑d
k=1 qk
∥
∥
∥
2
+ 1T tθ 463.38 444.79 442.41 463.80 442.41
Table 4: Fluxes of each EFM for medium 1, solved with varied assumed error.
w0, w0.05, and w1 indicate the results with θ at 0, 5, and 100 of the values given
in Table 3 % respectively. w0,inv and w1,inv indicate the results with an interval
given for CO2 with θ at 0 and 100 % respectively. tθ =
∣∣∣Q˜θ (IAxEw −Q)
∣∣∣
where θ is given by Table 3. The unit of the fluxes is pmol · cell−1 · day−1,
except for Biomass for which the unit is day−1. AAs denotes amino acids.
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Figure 2: Flux over each EFM, normed with respect to the full error robust
solution, for medium 1.
Metabolite q0 q0.05 q1 q0,inv q1,inv
Ala 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44
Arg -0.24 -0.26 -0.26 -0.24 -0.26
Asn -0.18 -0.18 -0.18 -0.18 -0.18
Asp 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.07
Biomass 0.59 0.60 0.60 0.59 0.60
CO2 8.39 8.76 8.83 6.98 7.07
Choline -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
Cys -0.08 -0.09 -0.09 -0.08 -0.09
Ethanolamine -36e-4 -36e-4 -36e-4 -36e-4 -36e-4
Glc -3.40 -3.43 -3.43 -3.40 -3.43
Gln -1.93 -1.91 -1.90 -1.93 -1.90
Glu 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28
Gly 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.05
His -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02 -0.02
Ile -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11
Lac 6.40 6.20 6.20 6.40 6.20
Leu -0.19 -0.19 -0.19 -0.19 -0.19
Lys -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06 -0.06
Met -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05
NH4 1.19 1.18 1.18 1.19 1.18
Phe -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10
Pro -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11
Ser -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.00 -0.01
Thr -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10
Trp -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03
Tyr -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10 -0.10
Val -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15 -0.15
mAb 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4
Table 5: Fluxes of
each metabolite for
medium 1, solved with
varied assumed error.
w0, w0.05, and w1 in-
dicate the results with
θ at 0, 5, and 100
% of its given value
in Table 3 respec-
tively. w0,inv and
w1,inv indicate the re-
sults with an interval
given for CO2 with θ
at 0 and 100 % re-
spectively. The unit
of the fluxes is pmol ·
cell−1 · day−1, except
for Biomass for which
the unit is day−1.
Considering the results from medium five shown in Table 6 it can be noted
that for all levels of robustness one more EFM is required in the solution in
order to reach optimality. When the flux to CO2 is bounded a few EFMs are
dropped and new ones are introduced. In general introducing a new metabo-
lite in the model by giving an interval of its value, i.e., without experimental
measurements, has a large impact on the solution than introducing robustness.
Furthermore the intervals can be satisfied without a large change in the norm
of the data fitting. This indicates that giving realistic intervals on unmeasured
metabolites can help guide the solution. These results show that, here, larger
improvements of the residual error are brought by improving the model struc-
ture, i.e. introducing new metabolites, compared to taking into account the
robust solution, which address the parameter estimation.
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EFM Macroscopic Reaction w0 w0.05 w1 w0,inv w1,inv
1 0.5 Glc ⇒ 1 Lac 3.20 3.82 2.30 2.69 2.02
2 0.5 Glu ⇒ 0.5 Ala + 1 CO
2
2.64 2.72 3.13 2.53 2.48
3 0.5 Glc + 1 Ala ⇒ 1 Ser + 1 Lac 2.62 1.93 3.44 3.22 3.72
4 0.5 Gln + 0.5 Lac ⇒ 1 Asp 2.05 2.27 2.20 1.49 1.62
5 1 Ser ⇔ 1 Gly 1.94 2.15 2.33 2.45 2.32
6 1 Asp + 1 Gly ⇒ 1 Asn + 1 CO
2
1.89 2.09 2.26 1.12 1.29
7 1 Asn ⇒ 1 Lac 1.60 1.70 1.74 1.60 1.69
8 0.5 Glu ⇒ 0.5 Lac + 0.5 NH
+
4
+ 1 CO
2
1.43 1.62 1.09 1.13 1.27
9 0.5 Asn + 1 Lac ⇒ 0.5 Ala + 0.5 Glu + 1 CO
2
1.24 1.32 1.11 3e-7 –
10 1 Ser ⇒ 1 Ala 1.01 0.22 1.60 1.07 1.89
11 1 Gln + 1 Asp ⇒ 1 Asn + 1 Glu 0.54 0.35 0.37 0.73 0.69
12 0.5 Glc + 1 Arg ⇒ 1 Ser + 1 Glu 0.36 0.46 0.49 0.35 0.50
13 0.25 Tyr ⇒ 0.25 Glu + 1 CO
2
0.34 0.26 0.28 0.26 0.29
14 1 Asn ⇒ 1 Asp + 1 NH
+
4
0.32 0.20 0.46 0.38 0.42
15 0.25465 Glc + 0.0656 Gln + 0.0468 Asn + 0.0616 Asp + 0.046 Arg
+ 0.0552 Thr + 0.0552 Lys + 0.0644 Val + 0.046 Ile + 0.5446 Leu +
0.0644 Phe + 0.0184 Met + 0.0736 Ala + 0.0744 Gly + 0.0184 Cys +
0.0184 His + 0.046 Pro + 0.0092 Trp + 0.006 Ethanolamine + 0.0171
Choline ⇒ 0.3668 Glu + 0.9804 CO
2
+ 1 Biomass
0.30 0.27 0.23 2e-5 –
16 0.027502 Glc + 0.063938 Gln + 0.066862 Ser + 0.035867 Asn +
0.044834 Arg + 0.053801 Thr + 0.053801 Lys + 0.32125 Val +
0.044834 Ile + 0.080702 Leu + 0.32125 Phe + 0.017934 Met +
0.072515 Gly + 0.025731 Glu + 0.017934 Cys + 0.017934 His +
0.044834 Pro + 0.0089669 Trp + 0.005848 Ethanolamine + 0.016667
Choline ⇒ 0.024951 Lac + 0.36569 Ala + 1 CO
2
+ 0.97466 Biomass
0.26 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.03
17 1 Gln ⇒ 1 Glu + 1 NH
+
4
0.25 0.27 0.28 0.32 0.23
18 0.52941 Val + 0.17647 Leu + 0.058824 Pro⇒ 0.058824 Arg + 0.52941
Glu + 1 CO
2
0.12 0.22 0.22 0.23 0.20
19 1 Thr ⇒ 1 Asp 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
20 0.33333 Asn + 0.33333 Asp + 0.33333 Lys + 0.33333 Pro ⇒ 0.33333
Arg + 0.66667 Glu + 1 CO
2
0.10 0.12 0.12 0.09 0.12
21 1 Ile + 1 Cys ⇒ 1 Asp + 1 Glu 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.08
22 0.16667 Glc + 0.33333 Asn + 0.33333 Met + 0.33333 Pro ⇒ 0.33333
Arg + 1 Lac + 0.33333 CO
2
0.08 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05
23 0.25 Ala + 0.25 Trp ⇒ 0.5 Glu + 1 CO
2
0.07 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.08
24 1 Pro ⇒ 1 Glu 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
25 0.028217 Glc + 0.0756 Gln + 0.0686 Ser + 0.0368 Asn + 0.0616 Arg
+ 0.2044 Tyr + 0.0552 Thr + 0.0552 Lys + 0.0644 Val + 0.2228 Ile
+ 0.0828 Leu + 0.0368 Phe + 0.0184 Met + 0.0744 Gly + 0.0008
Glu + 0.0184 Cys + 0.0184 His + 0.046 Pro + 0.0092 Trp + 0.006
Ethanolamine + 0.0171 Choline ⇒ 0.224 Ala + 0.4956 CO
2
+ 1
Biomass
0.04 0.15 0.17 0.07 0.05
26 0.028217 Glc + 0.0656 Gln + 0.5834 Ser + 0.046 Arg + 0.0276 Tyr
+ 0.0552 Thr + 0.3204 Lys + 0.0644 Val + 0.046 Ile + 0.0828 Leu +
0.0368 Phe + 0.5332 Met + 0.0744 Gly + 0.0264 Glu + 0.0184 His +
0.046 Pro + 0.0092 Trp + 0.006 Ethanolamine + 0.0171 Choline ⇒
0.3484 Ala + 0.468 NH
+
4
+ 0.9736 CO
2
+ 0.4964 Cys + 1 Biomass
0.03 0.05 0.06 0.04 0.05
27 1 Cys ⇒ 1 Ala 0.03 0.06 0.07 0.04 0.06
28 0.024997 Glc + 0.058115 Gln + 0.060773 Ser + 0.032601 Asn +
0.06343 Asp + 0.040751 Arg + 0.024451 Tyr + 0.048901 Thr +
0.048901 Lys + 0.057052 Val + 0.040751 Ile + 0.073352 Leu +
0.032601 Phe + 0.0163 Met + 0.065911 Gly + 0.038979 Cys + 0.0163
His + 0.050319 Pro + 0.25 Trp + 0.0053154 Ethanolamine + 0.015149
Choline ⇒ 0.022679 Lac + 0.17665 Ala + 1 CO
2
+ 0.8859 Biomass
0.02 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.02
29 1 Lac + 1 His ⇒ 1 Ala + 1 Glu 99e-4 118e-4 175e-4 100e-4 151e-4
30 1 His ⇒ 1 Glu + 1 NH
+
4
99e-4 92e-4 35e-4 99e-4 59e-4
31 AAs ⇒ 1 mAb 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4
32 0.33333 Asp + 0.33333 Phe ⇒ 0.66667 Glu + 1 CO
2
- 0.18 0.18 0.21 0.24
33 1 Lac + 1 Gly ⇒ 1 Ala + 1 CO
2
- - - 1.28 0.95
34 0.028217 Glc + 0.0656 Gln + 0.0686 Ser + 0.0368 Asn + 0.0716 Asp
+ 0.046 Arg + 0.0276 Tyr + 0.0552 Thr + 0.0552 Lys + 0.0644 Val
+ 0.046 Ile + 0.343 Leu + 0.0368 Phe + 0.0184 Met + 0.2346 Lac +
0.0736 Ala + 0.0744 Gly + 0.0184 Cys + 0.0184 His + 0.046 Pro +
0.0092 Trp + 0.006 Ethanolamine + 0.0171 Choline ⇒ 0.2238 Glu +
0.0368 CO
2
+ 1 Biomass
- - - 0.45 0.42
∥
∥
∥AxEw −
1
d
∑d
k=1
qk
∥
∥
∥
2
0.00 0.69 2.27 0.01 2.27
∥
∥
∥AxEw −
1
d
∑d
k=1
qk
∥
∥
∥
2
+ 1T tθ 1151.23 1073.57 941.05 1154.05 945.09
Table 6: Fluxes of each EFM for medium 5, solved with varied assumed error.
w0, w0.05, and w1 indicate the results with θ at 0, 5, and 100 of the values given
in Table 3 % respectively. w0,inv and w1,inv indicate the results with an interval
given for CO2 with θ at 0 and 100 % respectively. tθ =
∣∣∣Q˜θ (IAxEw −Q)
∣∣∣
where θ is given by Table 3. The unit of the fluxes is pmol · cell−1 · day−1,
except for Biomass for which the unit is day−1. AAs denotes amino acids.
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Figure 3: Flux over each EFM, normed with respect to the full error robust
solution, for medium 5.
Metabolite q0 q0.05 q1 q0,inv q1,inv
Ala 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.44
Arg -0.32 -0.42 -0.45 -0.32 -0.45
Asn -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20 -0.20
Asp 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08
Biomass 0.64 0.57 0.57 0.64 0.57
CO2 8.47 9.11 8.95 7.09 7.09
Choline -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01
Cys -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12 -0.12
Ethanolamine -38e-4 -34e-4 -34e-4 -38e-4 -34e-4
Glc -3.19 -3.19 -3.19 -3.16 -3.14
Gln -1.85 -1.79 -1.79 -1.84 -1.77
Glu 0.24 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24
Gly 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.03
His -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03
Ile -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.11
Lac 5.95 5.84 5.84 6.00 6.24
Leu -0.21 -0.21 -0.19 -0.21 -0.19
Lys -0.07 -0.09 -0.09 -0.07 -0.09
Met -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05 -0.05
NH+4 1.30 1.31 1.31 1.30 1.31
Phe -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11 -0.11
Pro -0.14 -0.15 -0.15 -0.14 -0.15
Ser -0.01 -0.02 -0.06 -0.01 -0.06
Thr -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13 -0.13
Trp -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.03
Tyr -0.09 -0.10 -0.11 -0.09 -0.10
Val -0.17 -0.17 -0.18 -0.17 -0.15
mAb 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4 2e-4
Table 7: Fluxes of
each metabolite for
medium 5, solved with
varied assumed error.
w0, w0.05, and w1 in-
dicate the results with
θ at 0, 5, and 100
% of its given value
in Table 3, respec-
tively. w0,inv and
w1,inv indicate the re-
sults with an interval
given for CO2 with θ
at 0 and 100 % re-
spectively. The unit
of the fluxes is pmol ·
cell−1 · day−1, except
for Biomass for which
the unit is day−1.
5 Conclusion
In this work we have examined the effect of errors in measurement on the solu-
tion of the EFMs-based MFA. The approach has been to derive a robust form of
the EFMs-based MFA, a form that considers measurement errors more directly,
in the sense that each value based on measurements is given an error interval
and the aim is to minimize the maximum possible error on the given interval
with respect to the least-squares measure. These types of robust optimization
problems are in general not easily solved (El Ghaoui and Lebret, 1997). How-
ever, for this special case we showed that the robust form can be stated as a
convex quadratic optimization problem where column generation can be applied
to achieve an optimal solution. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that an exter-
nal metabolite could be taken into account in the model when no measurements
exists this metabolite, by considering an interval of its value.
By considering the worst-case scenario, we see how unfavourable the fit could
be within the given error intervals. The case-study compares the solution of the
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non-robust and robust EFMs-based MFA. Those results demonstrate that the
optimal solution to the robust problem is similar to the optimal solution to the
non-robust formulation, i.e., the EFMs-based MFA is rather robust to those
assumed errors. This indicates that the errors on measurement do not induce a
large change in the solution.
Measurement errors were known to be around 20%, therefore it was impor-
tant to consider the effects of those errors, especially with respect to which
EFMs are used in the optimal solution. Our second contribution, the addition
of intervals, is especially relevant for metabolites for which known intervals are
available in the literature but are problematic to measure in the experimental
setup. In fact, the addition of intervals had a larger effect on the solution than
the addition of around 20% errors in measurements in the presented cases. The
robust solution addressed the parameter estimation, while adding a metabolite
by considering its interval, addressed the model structure. We showed a way
to include the knowledge of unmeasured metabolites in the column generation
method. This important result allowed to achieve improvements of the model
structure. This approach can be a general strategy to improve a model struc-
ture by introducing a new metabolite in a model. It can also be an approach to
identify which variables should be measured when designing a new experiment.
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A Derivation of the Robust Quadratic Program
The robust formulation given by (7) can be represented as a quadratic program.
To show this, consider first a reformulation of the two-norm problem,
minimize
w≥0
maximize
|∆Qs|≤θs|Qs|
1
2
‖IAxEw −Q +∆Q‖
=minimize
w≥0
1
2
n∑
s=1
maximize
|∆Qs|≤θs|Qs|
(IAxEw −Q+∆Q)
2
s ,
=min
w≥0
1
2
n∑
s=1
max
|∆Qs|≤θs|Qs|
(IAxEw −Q)
2
s + 2 (IAxEw −Q)s∆Qs +∆Q
2
s,
=min
w≥0
1
2
n∑
s=1
(IAxEw −Q)
2
s +
1
2
max
|∆Qs|≤θs|Qs|
2 (IAxEw −Q)s∆Qs +∆Q
2
s.
(15)
The above derivation uses that the bound on ∆Q is elementwise, thus the maxi-
mization can be moved inside the sum. Considering now the inner maximization,
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• if (IAxEw−Q)s ≤ 0 then a ∆Q
∗
s that maximizes the norm is as negative
as possible, i.e., ∆Q∗s = −θs|Qs|,
• if (IAxEw−Q)s ≥ 0 then a ∆Q
∗
s that maximizes the norm is as positive
as possible, i.e., ∆Q∗s = θs |Qs|.
Thus, the maximum is given by ∆Q∗s = sgn((IAxEw −Q)s)θs|Qs|,
maximize
|∆Qs|≤θs|Qs|
2 (IAxEw −Q)s∆Qs +∆Q
2
s
=2 (IAxEw −Q)s sgn((IAxEw −Q)s)θs |Qs|
+ (sgn((IAxEw −Q)s)θs |Qs|)
2,
=2| (IAxEw −Q)s θsQs|+ (θsQs)
2.
Then, we can set ts = |(IAxEw −Q)s θsQs| rewriting (15) to
minimize
w,t
1
2
‖IAxEw −Q‖
2
+
n∑
k=1
ts +
1
2
(θTQ)2
subject to ts ≥ (IAxEw −Q)s θsQs ∀s,
ts ≥ − (IAxEw −Q)s θsQs ∀s,
w ≥ 0.
(16)
The constant (θTQ)2 can be disregarded from the objective function of (16) and
thus obtaining (8).
B Deriving the Master- and Subproblem
In this section we will derive the master- and subproblem for the column gener-
ation of (8). For the master problem, consider when the columns of E are split
into the known and unknown columns EB and EN respectively, the variable
vector w is divided in the same way, wB and wN . Furthermore, wN is fixed to
zero, since EN represents unknown EFMs. This gives the problem to,
minimize
w,t
1
2
∥∥∥∥IAx [EB EN ]
[
wB
wN
]
−Q
∥∥∥∥
2
+ 1T t
subject to t−ΘQ˜
(
IAx [EB EN ]
[
wB
wN
]
−Q
)
≥ 0,
t+ΘQ˜
(
IAx [EB EN ]
[
wB
wN
]
−Q
)
≥ 0,
wB ≥ 0,
wN = 0.
(17)
The formulation given by (17) is equivalent to the master problem stated in
(10), by inserting wN = 0 into the objective function and constraints in (17),
(10) can be obtained.
The subproblem comes from comparing the optimality conditions of (17) and
(8). Because (8) is convex, any point that satisfies the optimality conditions of
(8) is an optimal solution. Thus, the optimality conditions of (8) and (17) can
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be compared, identifying when a point that satisfies the optimality conditions of
(17) also satisfies the optimality conditions for (8). The optimality conditions
of (8) are given as,
w ≥0, (18a)
λ ≥0, (18b)
λm ≥0, (18c)
λp ≥0, (18d)
λTw =0, (18e)
λTm(t−ΘQ˜IAxEw +ΘQ˜Q) =0, (18f)
λTp (t+ΘQ˜IAxEw −ΘQ˜Q) =0, (18g)[
ETATx I
T (IAxEw −Q)
1
]
−
[
λ
0
]
−
[
−ETATx I
TΘQ˜
I
]
λm
−
[
ETATx I
TΘQ˜
I
]
λp =0. (18h)
Note that the last condition λm + λp = 1, together with complementarity,
and that the two constraints are mutually exclusive, require that exactly one
constraint is active, which is consistent with what we expect the problem to do.
Consider now the optimality conditions of (17),
wN = 0 wB ≥0, (19a)
λN free λB ≥0, (19b)
λm ≥0, (19c)
λp ≥0, (19d)
λTBwB =0, (19e)
λTm(t−ΘQ˜IAxEBwB +ΘQ˜Q) =0, (19f)
λTp (t+ΘQ˜IAxEBwB −ΘQ˜Q) =0, (19g)
1− λm − λp =0, (19h)[
ETBA
T
x I
T (IAxEBwB −Q)
ETNA
T
x I
T (IAxEBwB −Q)
]
−
[
λB
λN
]
+
[
ETBA
T
x I
TΘQ˜
ETNA
T
x I
TΘQ˜
]
λm
−
[
ETBA
T
x I
TΘQ˜
ETNA
T
x I
TΘQ˜
]
λp =0. (19i)
The differences of these two optimality conditions come from λN being free,
thus, a λ can be negative contradicting (18b). Hence, the subproblem should
identify if there is a λN < 0, this can by done by an optimization problem where
(19i) gives an objective function. The subproblem can then be stated as to,
min
e∈EN
eTATx I
T (IAxEBwB −Q+ΘQ˜λm −ΘQ˜λp).
The requirement that e ∈ EN can be fulfilled by
{e : Aie = 0, 1
T e ≤ 1, ej ≥ 0 ∀j},
and by ensuring that the solution is an extreme point solution. Together these
constraints and objective function define an optimization problem that identifies
new EFMs that can be added to the master problem (Oddsdo´ttir et al, 2014).
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